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7
3D-DRAMs are emerging as a promising solution to address the memory wall problem in computer systems.Q1

8
However, high fabrication cost per bit and thermal issues are the main reasons that prevent architects from 9
using 3D-DRAM alone as the main memory building block. In this article, we address this issue by proposing 10
a heterogeneous memory system that combines a DDRx DRAM with an emerging 3D hybrid memory cube 11
(HMC) technology. Bandwidth and temperature management are the challenging issues for this heteroge- 12
neous memory architecture. To address these challenges, first we introduce a memory page allocation policy 13
for the heterogeneous memory system to maximize performance. Then, using the proposed policy, we in- 14
troduce a temperature-aware algorithm that dynamically distributes the requested bandwidth between HMC 15
and DDRx DRAM to reduce the thermal hotspot while maintaining high performance. We take into account 16
the impact of both core count and HMC channel count on performance while using the proposed policies. 17
The results show that the proposed memory page allocation policy can utilize the memory bandwidth close 18
to 99% of the ideal bandwidth utilization. Moreover, our temperate-aware bandwidth adaptation reduces the 19
average steady-state temperature of the HMC hotspot across various workloads by 4.5 K while incurring 2.5% 20
performance overhead. 21
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1 INTRODUCTION 31

As Moore’s Law continues to drive technology scaling down to the nanometer realm, main mem- 32
ory DRAM scaling faces some serious challenges in capacity, speed, bandwidth, and power. In par- 33
ticular, pin count constraint is one of the major issues in scaling conventional DRAMs including
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Fig. 1. HMC organization.

DDRx technology and results in performance degradation of the entire computing system (Zhang35
et al. 2014). Recent work has shown that the application bandwidth requirement in both medium-36
end and high-end processors is increasing rapidly (Greenberg 2012; Atwood 2011). Therefore, the37
pin constraint can create a bottleneck for high bandwidth-demanding applications, and exacer-38
bates the memory wall challenge.39

Three-dimensional (3D) integration is a key enabler to address this problem by using through-40
silicon vias (TSVs) (Meng et al. 2012; Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012; Tajik et al. 2013; Homayoun et al.41
2012). With 3D integration, different layers of dies are stacked using fast interconnects (TSV) with42
a latency as low as few picoseconds. TSVs improve the capacitance per connection and thus re-43
duce connection power dissipation by as much as 6 times (Bansal 2011). Moreover, they cut back44
the connection length by 200 times (Bansal 2011). Furthermore, TSVs provide higher number of45
connections, leading to higher throughput.46

By exploiting 3D integration, we are able to stack multiple layers of DRAM, resulting in shorter47
memory access latency to potentially address the memory wall problem. Stacking DRAM gives48
us the opportunity to have parallel accesses to DRAM banks, which results in higher maximum49
achievable bandwidth.50

Compared to the conventional DRAM architecture (2D), 3D-DRAM results in better perfor-51
mance by offering higher bandwith and lower latency. Hybrid memory cube (HMC) is an emerg-52
ing 3D memory interface and design introduced by Micron to address the inefficiency of DDRx53
DRAMs (Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012). Figure 1 shows the HMC organization.54

As Figure 1 presents, HMC stacks up to eight layers of standard DRAM building blocks on a logic55
layer. Each DRAM layer is segmented into multiple partitions composed of two banks. Adjacent56
vertical partitions constitute vaults that are controlled by vault controllers residing on the logic57
layer (Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012). This helps in simplifying the memory controller on the processor58
end. The processor’s memory controller needs to send higher-level commands, that is, only read59
and write commands (Ahn et al. 2015a), without being concerned about timing and scheduling.60
However, 3D integration used in HMC imposes a significant power density challenge, as high-61
lighted in a 2013 report by Rambus (Ming 2013). Higher power density causes many temperature-62
related problems, including extra cooling costs, reliability, wear-out, and leakage power issues63
(Kang et al. 2014). For example, having a higher number of stacked layers increases the heat resis-64
tivity of the entire chip package, which results in both higher peak and steady-state temperature.65
It also complicates the chip packaging process that makes the design more vulnerable to various66
failure mechanisms (Srinivasan et al. 2005).67

Besides the thermal issues, fabrication cost is another challenge that limits the application of68
HMC. As the capacity of each HMC cube is limited to 2–4GB (Consortium 2014), several cubes need69
to be chained together to build the larger capacity required. This is not a practical option in terms70
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of cost as well as design feasibility. Therefore, conventional 2D, DDRx DRAM, is indispensable 71
to maintain the high capacity requirement of DRAM to achieve high performance and avoid the 72
thermal and cost challenges associated with the new 3D technology. 73

A heterogeneous memory system that combines 2D- and 3D-DRAM can simultaneously exploit 74
the high capacity, low cost, and low thermal footprint of 2D and high bandwidth and low access 75
latency of 3D. However, the challenge is managing the two substantially different designs effec- 76
tively to exploit their benefits simultaneously. In our earlier work (Tran et al. 2013), we attempted 77
to address this issue; however, that work does not model HMC, and, instead, it studies a generic 78
3D-stacked DRAM. Moreover, despite proposing a new policy to achieve higher QoS, we did notQ3

79
address the thermal challenge of 3D memory (Tran et al. 2013). 80

In this article, we introduce a heterogeneous HMC+DDRx memory system. The focus of this 81
article is to address both performance and temperature challenges associated with the proposed 82
memory architecture, simultaneously, by introducing performance-temperature-aware memory 83
management mechanisms. Over-utilization of either HMC or DDRx DRAM results in bandwidth 84
congestion and incurs a large performance loss. Furthermore, utilizing HMC to maximize the per- 85
formance benefits can lead to thermal hotspots, which in turn can severely affect performance, due 86
to thermal emergency response such as throttling. In order to utilize both HMC and DDRx DRAM 87
efficiently, our memory management mechanism allocates the memory pages in an interleaved 88
manner considering the system temperature and performance. 89

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first article to simultaneously address the performance 90
and temperature challenges in a heterogeneous HMC+DDRx DRAM memory subsystem. The main 91
contributions of this work are as follows: 92

—We show that a heterogeneous HMC+DDRx is an alternative for conventional DDRx and 93
plain HMC memory system, which addresses the performance challenge and thermal issues 94
of 3D integration, while achieving high performance. 95

—We show that in heterogeneous DDRx+HMC, the average memory access latency changes 96
substantially across various bandwidth allocation and therefore suggests the need for a 97
bandwidth-aware allocation policy to minimize the latency. We propose a runtime memory 98
page allocation policy to efficiently utilize the bandwidth. 99

—We introduce a dynamic temperature-aware policy that utilizes our proposed heteroge- 100
neous DRAM based on the operating temperature of the HMC and the current phase of the 101
workload. As a result, by allocating bandwidth to the HMC and the DDRx DRAM dynami- 102
cally, we reduce the steady-state temperature. 103

—We perform a sensitivity analysis on the proposed bandwidth allocation policy to study 104
how various request distribution with the same ratio can affect the accuracy of the proposed 105
policy. 106

—We study a diverse range of workloads and architectures to analyze the benefits of the 107
proposed heterogeneous memory performance in future architectures. 108

—We investigate how changing HMC architectural parameters such as the number of chan- 109
nels can affect the performance of the proposed memory system across different workloads. 110

2 HETEROGENEOUS HMC+DDRX 111

Prior research (Kang et al. 2010; Wu et al. 2009) has shown that 3D-DRAM provides significant 112
advantages in terms of performance while enabling energy-efficient computing. 3D-DRAM has 113
a number of superior characteristics, namely high bandwidth, low latency, and low power dis- 114
sipation. This is achieved by having more parallel accesses to the DRAM enabled by short and 115
fast interconnect. In Table 1, we show the comparison of three emerging memory interfaces using 116
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Table 1. Emerging 2.5D/3D Memory Interface Compared to State-of-the-art DDRx Technology

LPDDR3 LPDDR4 WIO2 HMC HBM
Mass Production 2012–13 2014–15 2015 2014 2014–15
Vdd 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2
Idd 3.07 2.83 No data 6.64 No data
Bandwidth (GB/s) 17 25.6 51.2 160 128–256
Package Density (GB) 2-4 4-8 4-8 2-4 2-8
Relative Cost per bit 1 1.1 3 2 2
Power Efficiency (mW/GB/s) 67 50 40 35 No data
Power at Max Bandwidth (1GB) 4.61 3.40 No data 7.97 No data

Fig. 2. Studied architecture employing heterogeneous DRAM.

2.5D/3D technology with the state-of-the-art DDR3 and DDR4 interfaces (Pawlowski 2011; Dumasl117
2011; Farrell 2012; Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012; Elsasser 2013; Brennan 2013; Jun 2015). As shown, the118
HMC, Wide I/O (WIO2), and High Bandwidth Memory (HBM) offer much higher bandwidth com-119
pared to DDRx technologies. They are also more power efficient. In particular, HMC is superior120
to DDRx in all those aspects. However, in terms of cost per pit and relative power density (and121
temperature footprint), DDRx is a better technology (Pawlowski 2011; Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012;122
Farrell 2012). As a stacked die TSV-based solution, HMC has cost and manufacturing challenges,123
similarly to HBM and Wide I/O. While the cost might decrease even further in the future, as DRAM124
is a very cost-sensitive market, DDRx will not disappear any time soon (Elsasser 2013).125

Our studied architecture in this work is shown in Figure 2. In our heterogeneous memory sys-126
tem, HMC is combined with a conventional DDRx DRAM to exploit the high memory bandwidth127
and the low memory latency of the HMC as well as the high capacity and the low cost of the DDRx128
DRAM. The memory management we employ for the proposed heterogeneous DRAM integrates129
the OS virtual to physical address translation so the heterogeneous memory is transparent to the130
CMP (chip multi-processor) and the cores see a unified address space.131

As Figure 2 illustrates, the cores memory requests are pushed to the memory request distributor132
(MRD). Decoding the coming request, MRD transfers the request to the corresponding memory133
controller (i.e., either HMC or DDRx memory controller). Each controller has its own queue for134
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memory requests. By generating appropriate DRAM commands, the memory controller serves 135
the requests in the queue and accesses the DRAM cells. Then, depending on the request type (i.e., 136
read/write) the data are either written to or read from the memory and sent back to the core 137
through the memory controller’s read queue. As shown in Figure 2, our proposed heterogeneous 138
DRAM has two distinct memory channels: one connecting to HMC using two high-speed links 139
and the other connecting to DDRx DRAM. Without loss of generality, similarly to Dong et al. 140
(2010) and Tran et al. (2013), we assume in this article that HMC and DDRx DRAM employ two 141
and one memory controllers, respectively. We also increase the number of HMC channels to study 142
its impact on performance. 143

The main question for our proposed heterogeneous memory system is how to manage each 144
memory component the HMC and the DDRx DRAM to gain the best performance while addressing 145
bandwidth, capacity, and temperature challenges. The key to answer this question is to understand 146
workloads behavior in terms of memory access pattern and utilization. For instance, the more 147
requests the HMC receives in burst, the more its bandwidth is utilized. However, utilizing the 148
HMC aggressively results in longer memory latency if the workload has a large number of memory 149
requests that are coming in burst. On the other hand, workloads with a large number of memory 150
requests cause more dynamic power dissipation and, thus, higher average temperature. Therefore, 151
a dynamic bandwidth and temperature adaptation is required. 152

3 HMC+DDRX MANAGEMENT 153

In this section, we explain our proposed memory management policy. First, we describe our policy 154
to manage the HMC and the DDRx DRAM bandwidth utilization to achieve the best performance 155
in terms of memory access latency. Then, we present our temperature-aware policy to reduce the 156
steady-state temperature rise of HMC while maximizing its performance benefit. It is important 157
to note that the goal of our proposed heterogeneous memory management policy is to distribute 158
the workload requested memory bandwidth to the HMC and the DDRx DRAM. 159

3.1 Bandwidth Allocation Policy 160

Memory access latency is a function of memory bandwidth utilization (Dong et al. 2010; Tran et al. 161
2013). As the bandwidth utilization increases, the memory access latency becomes longer, mainly 162
due to congestion in the memory controller and links. While there are several solutions to miti- 163
gate this problem (Kim et al. 2010), above certain bandwidth utilization, due to queuing effect the 164
memory access latency increases significantly (Dong et al. 2010; Tran et al. 2013). In Figure 3, we 165
investigate this phenomenon for both the DDRx DRAM and the HMC independently. As shown 166
in Figure ??, we increase the bandwidth utilization of HMC and DDRx DRAM by allocating moreQ4

167
number of memory requests for each type of studied workloads. The x-axis illustrates the mem- 168
ory request portion that each DRAM receives form the entire accesses. For example, in Figure 3(a), 169
10/90 means that while 10% of the requests are serviced by the HMC, the rest 90% are serviced 170
by DDRx DRAM. It is important to note that in Figures 3(a) and (b), we show the average mem- 171
ory latency from HMC and DDRx DRAM perspective, respectively. We categorize applications 172
(benchmarks) into three groups; the memory-intensive applications, the memory-non-intensive 173
applications, and a mixture of both. Applications are classified based on their Last Level Cache 174
(LLC) misses per 1K instructions (MPKI) that varies from 0.0005 to 24 for our studied benchmarks. 175
We refer to a application as memory-intensive if its MPKI is greater than 12 and non-intensive if 176
MPKI is less than 1. We create various workloads by combining the memory accesses from appli- 177
cations with different memory intensity behavior. For simplicity, we refer to memory-intensive, 178
memory-non-intensive, and mix workloads throughout the article as MI, MNI, and Mix applica- 179
tions. Workloads used in Figure 3 are representatives of their categories. 180
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Fig. 3. Memory access latency of (a) HMC and (b) DDRx DRAM as a function of memory request allocation.

As Figure 3(b) shows, for the DDRx DRAM, the MI workload has the highest rise in memory181
access latency when request allocation increases from 10% to 60% for DDRx DRAM. For bandwidth182
above 70%, due to the queuing effect the memory access latency for the MI workload becomes so183
large that we could not show it in the figure (for instance, with 90% utilization the access latency184
found to be 8,891ns). In Mix and MNI workloads, the memory latency is being affected much less as185
the bandwidth utilization increases. The results show that for MNI workloads, the memory access186
latency is somewhat linear, while for Mix applications it grows exponentially but at much slower187
rate compared to MI workloads. We show the results for HMC in Figure 3(a). Unlike Figure 3(b),188
for bandwidth above 70%, we are able to present results as MNI and Mix workload access latency189
were smaller. As shown, when the memory request allocation is between 10% and 80%, the latency190
is almost linear across all groups of workloads. For larger bandwidth utilizations, except for MNI,191
in Mix and MI workloads, HMC latency increases exponentially, however, at a much lower rate192
compared to DDRx DRAM (Figure 3(b)). It is important to notice that, generally, the memory la-193
tency increases in DDRx DRAM more quickly compared to HMC, since HMC has a higher memory194
bandwidth and faster interconnects (TSVs).195

Motivated by the observations from Figure 3, we introduce a bandwidth allocation policy to196
effectively utilize both HMC and DDRx DRAM to gain the minimum average memory access197
latency for any given workload. In this policy, we allocate new memory pages in an interleaving198
scheme between HMC and the DDRx DRAM to achieve the minimum average access latency for199
the entire system. The minimum access latency is achieved at a specific bandwidth utilization of200
each DRAM, which varies across different workloads. We refer to this point as Optimum Band-201
width Utilization (OBU). For instance, for a given workload, OBU of 60% means that to achieve202
the minimum access latency we need to distribute the requests to HMC and DDRx DRAM by 60%203
and 40%, respectively. To satisfy this goal, of 10 new consecutive writes (page faults), we assign204
the first six access (pages) to the first six free blocks of HMC and the remaining to the four free205
blocks of the DDRx DRAM. This necessitates a mechanism (using a simple counter) to determine206
the DRAMs turn. This helps meet the OBU for the new incoming write accesses. Nonetheless,207
since not all the accesses are new writes (i.e., the requested data already resides in the DRAM),208
and the access pattern to the previously allocated memory blocks may not be uniform, the target209
bandwidth allocation might not be satisfied. However, our experimental results show that our210
memory allocation policy can satisfy the target bandwidth, indicating that the access pattern is211
somewhat uniform. Table 2 reports the average inaccuracy of our bandwidth allocation technique212
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Table 2. Average Inaccuracy of Proposed Bandwidth Allocation Policy

Workload Inaccuracy % Workload Inaccuracy % Workload Inaccuracy %
MI1 1.3 Mix1 0.57 MNI1 1.06
MI2 0.13 Mix2 0.02 MNI2 0.05
MI3 1.12 Mix3 0.49 MNI3 0.06
MI4 0.16 Mix4 0.31 MNI4 0.22
Average 0.46

Table 3. Inaccuracy of Different Request Allocation

(3,2) (6,4) (9,6) (12,8) (30,20) (60,40)

Inaccuracy % 0.46 0.71 0.40 0.52 0.40 0.73

from the OBU for all other target bandwidths (0 to 100 in step of 10), which indicates how accurate 213
it meets the target bandwidth. As reported in Table 2, the average inaccuracy of the proposed 214
allocation policy is 1.32%, that is, reaching close to 99% of the ideal bandwidth utilization. 215

The main question about the studied inaccuracy is how it can be impacted by different request 216
allocation with the same OBU. For instance, to create 60% of OBU, there are various pairs of HMC 217
to DDRx (HMC,DDRx) request allocations such as (3,2) from 5, (6,4) from 10, (9,6) from 15, (12,8) 218
from 16, (30,20) from 50, and (60,40) from 100 consecutive write requests that might result in 219
different inaccuracies across different workloads. Table 3 reports the average inaccuracy of the 220
aforementioned pairs. As Table 3 presents, the average inaccuracy across all studied workloads is 221
less than 1%, and no specific trend is observed in the results. Therefore, choosing the (3,2) pair is 222
reasonable, as it has the lowest complexity among the possible pairs. 223

The proposed interleaving memory page allocation policy is shown in Figure 4. As the figure 224
shows, on generating a new request by the CMP, the corresponding core accesses its own TLB 225
and then page table to check whether the address is available in the main memory or not. If so, 226
then, using MRD, the correspondent DRAM is accessed to read/write the data. Otherwise, a page 227
fault occurs, and the bandwidth manager transfers the page that contains the data from the hard 228
disk to a proper DRAM module (i.e., HMC or DDRx). To do so, with the help of OS, the bandwidth 229
manager checks whether any of the DRAMs (i.e., HMC and DDRx) has a free page. If any of the 230
DRAMs is full, then bandwidth manager accesses the one that is not full; otherwise, it employs page 231
replacement policies to bring the new page to the heterogeneous DRAM. Moreover, bandwidth 232
manager needs to know about DRAM’s turn to accommodate the new page in the proper DRAM. 233
This is done with the help of the distribution factor variable that stores the OBU. We will discuss 234
temperature-aware distribution factor regulator in Section 3.2. 235

As discussed, every workload type has a different OBU and the interleaving policy results in the 236
minimum memory latency only if the proper bandwidth utilization is set. Therefore, it is important 237
to detect the type of workload, whether it is a memory intensive, mix or non-intensive, to set the 238
proper OBU. Our studies on workload memory access pattern show that, although the program 239
goes through different execution phases and therefore memory access pattern may changes as a re- 240
sult, consistent with prior work (Kim et al. 2010), the average intensity of memory requests within a 241
given phase is deterministic and highly predictable. Figure 5 illustrates the memory access pattern 242
for two representatives of MI and MNI workloads. The samples are collected every 1 million cycles. 243

As shown in Figure 5, MNI applications can be clearly distinct from MI workloads, as the num- 244
ber of memory requests in this class of workload remains almost consistently small throughout 245
the 500M cycles studied intervals. Therefore by profiling memory access pattern, we can decide 246
the workload type and the relevant OBU accordingly. As Figure 4 depicts, the memory access 247
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Fig. 4. Bandwidth- and temperature-aware memory management.

profiler provides the proper OBU for the bandwidth manager. This can be done every 10ms, as248
most operating systems performs context switching at this interval and therefore the memory ac-249
cess pattern will change every interval. After all, as soon as a new page resides in the memory, the250
corresponding TLB and the page table need to be updated. It is important to note that the access251
patterns of individual application running on different cores are transparent to the profiler as the252
profiler resides on the memory controller in the studied heterogeneous architecture. One of the253
tasks of a memory controller is to differentiate accesses coming from various cores for memory254
management purposes. Therefore, memory controller is already aware of which accesses coming255
from which workload (core). Since this is already embedded in the memory controller, our ap-256
proach does not add overhead for profiling multiple workloads. Therefore, multiple applications257
create a single workload based on which the profiler decides the intensity class of the accesses258
during each interval.259

Since bandwidth allocation policy brings the memory blocks at a page granularity, and given260
that we use the same page size as homogeneous memory system does, our memory management261
does not affect the data locality in DRAM’s. Applying our memory allocation policy, we estimate262
the average memory access latency of the proposed heterogeneous memory system when running263
different workloads using Equation (1):264

LT = (P × LHMC) + ((1 − P ) × LDDRx), (1)
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Fig. 5. Memory access pattern for different workloads.

Fig. 6. Total memory access latency in the heterogeneous memory system, as a function of HMC/DDRx

bandwidth allocation for (a) MI and (b) MNI workloads.

where LT is the total latency, P is the HMC desired allocated bandwidth, LHMC is the HMC latency, 265
and LDDRx is the DDRx DRAM latency. 266

Figure 6 presents the total memory access latency for two groups of workloads and for various 267
target bandwidths. It is important to note that memory access latency (Y axis) for MI and MNI is 268
in the range of microseconds and nanoseconds, respectively. We observe such a high difference 269
in memory latency (microseconds vs. nanoseconds) only when the queuing effect occurs in MI 270
workloads. Moreover, as the Mix workload behavior is somewhat close to MI workload behavior, 271
in Figure 6 we only report the results for the first two studied workloads in MI and MNI categories. 272

As Figure 6 shows, different types of workloads have different OBU to achieve minimum average 273
memory access latency. In MI workloads, the average memory latency is more sensitive to the 274
bandwidth allocation than the other workload. In Figure 6(a), for MI workloads, miss utilization 275
of the heterogeneous memory system results in a large performance loss. For example, for the 276
first workload, if the HMC bandwidth allocation is less than 50% or more than 80%, the memory 277
access latency is becoming large in a microsecond range (note that 50% and 80% of HMC allocation 278
means 50% and 20% of DDRx bandwidth allocation). This occurs for the second workload as well, 279
if the HMC bandwidth allocation is less than 30% or equal to 100%. This large penalty is due 280
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Fig. 7. HMC steady-state temperature of hot spot for various bandwidth allocations across different

workloads.

to the queuing effect. It is important to note that as the simulations for both workloads took so281
long, we were not able to report the memory access latency for 10% and 20% of HMC bandwidth282
allocation, in Figure 6(a). This shows that the performance loss is even more, compared to 30% of283
HMC bandwidth allocation. Our observation shows that allocating 60% of the entire bandwidth to284
HMC results in achieving the best performance for all MI workloads. Therefore, the OBU is set to285
60% for this class of workloads. Since Mix workloads show the same behavior as MI workloads do,286
we set OBU to 60% as well for this class of workloads.287

As Figure 6(b) presents, in MNI workload, the performance penalty due to DRAMs miss utiliza-288
tion is very small compared to MI workload. Unlike MI and Mix workloads in which we observed289
the queuing effect, in memory-non-intensive workloads, as we allocate higher bandwidth to HMC290
we gain a higher performance up to the point where we reach to 90% of the entire bandwidth. If291
we allocate the entire bandwidth to HMC, then we lose a small performance. Therefore, we can292
set the OBU at 90% for this class of workloads. Our observation shows that the average memory293
access latency of our heterogeneous memory system at the OBU for MI, Mix, and MNI applica-294
tions are 64ns, 44ns, and 33ns, respectively. It is worth mentioning that the workloads that are not295
presented in these figures have somewhat similar behavior, and the illustrated workloads can be296
representative of their corresponding workload category.297

3.2 Temperature-Aware Policy298

In this section, we propose our algorithm that reduces the steady-state temperature while main-299
taining the high-performance benefit of bandwidth allocation policy presented earlier. Figure 7300
shows the steady-state temperature in HMC as a function of bandwidth allocation, for different301
types of workloads. As Figure 7 shows, for the MI and the Mix workloads, allocating higher band-302
width to HMC from 10% to 100% results in 25 K and 43 K steady-state temperature increases. For303
workloads with high memory requests (MI), a sharp rise in temperature is observed when higher304
bandwidth is allocated. As shown, for the MNI workload, higher bandwidth allocation does not305
affect the temperature, mainly due to the fact that these workloads do not generate significant306
memory accesses and therefore they have small power dissipation.307

While higher DRAM bandwidth allocation is desired, it comes with a large temperature rise.308
Such a large thermal rise is not tolerable as it can affect the performance, reliability, and the cooling309
cost of the design (Kang et al. 2014; Srinivasan et al. 2005). Therefore, we need a smart mechanism310
to dynamically adapt DRAM bandwidth allocation to manage the temperature.311
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Fig. 8. 3D heterogeneous DRAM combining HMC and DDR3.

3.2.1 Temperature-Aware Bandwidth Allocation. Bandwidth allocation of the heterogeneous 312
DRAM affects its power dissipation. Similarly, the power and therefore the temperature of HMC 313
are highly decided by its bandwidth allocation. As indicated in Figure 7, for MI and Mix workloads 314
there is a large gap in steady-state temperature. Motivated by this observation, we propose our 315
dynamic temperature-aware bandwidth allocation technique (DTBA) to reduce the steady-state 316
temperature of HMC while maintaining high performance benefit. 317

In DTBA, first we define two operating temperature regions, namely normal and hot. These 318
two regions are separated from each other using the threshold temperature of 78 K. As long as the 319
HMC operates in the normal region it can be utilized to gain the highest performance using the 320
bandwidth allocation policy. However, whenever HMC enters the hot region we allocate it lower 321
bandwidth while dedicating higher bandwidth to the DDRx DRAM at the same time to compensate 322
for potential performance loss. This results in lowering HMC power consumption and therefore 323
reduces steady-state temperature. We implement DTBA using the proposed memory allocation 324
technique explained in Section 3.1 (see Figure 4). 325

As presented in Figure 7, MNI workloads temperatures are almost bandwidth insensitive. There- 326
fore, these workloads do not require a thermal-aware adaptation, and we can simply use the band- 327
width allocation technique to manage their bandwidth utilization. 328

As Figure 4 shows, our temperature-aware algorithm works as follows. We profile the memory 329
accesses to detect the running workload type. Then, based on the workload type, we set the OBU 330
using the bandwidth allocation policy. The temperature sensor on HMC monitors the temperature 331
periodically. If the HMC temperature rises into the hot region, then the distribution factor variable 332
is over-written with a new bandwidth referred to as Temperature-aware Bandwidth Utilization 333
(TBU). This is done by a temperature-aware distributer factor regulator. Otherwise, we continue 334
with the previous bandwidth allocation based on the OBU provided by the memory access profiler. 335
Our temperature-sampling interval is set at 1ms (Skadron et al. 2003; Zhao et al. 2013). 336

4 METHODOLOGY 337

In this section, we explain the framework used to evaluate our proposed heterogeneous DRAM 338
memory page allocation algorithms. As shown in Figure 8, we use a quad-core CMP architecture 339
with a total of 3GBs of DRAM including 1GB HMC and 2GB of DDRx as our target system. We also 340
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Table 4. CMP and Heterogeneous Memory System Parameters

Processor Configuration
Core Clock 3GHz
Issue and Commit width 4
INT and FP Instruction queue 32 entries
ROB size, INT Reg, FP Reg 128
L1 cache 64KB, 8-way, 2 cycle
L2 cache 512KB, 20 cycle

HMC and DDRx DRAM
DRAM Clock 800MHz
Column Access Strobe (tCAS) 10 (DDRx), 6 (HMC)
Row Access Strobe (tRAS) 24 (DDRx), 24 (HMC)
Row Buffer Policy Close page
Page Size 4 KB

Fig. 9. Framework overview.

increase the number of cores to 8 to study how it affect the OBU obtained by the proposed policies.341
Moreover, we increase the number of HMC’s channel to 4 and 8 to study the impact on DRAM per-342
formance in terms of latency. For the DDRx DRAM, we model a Micron DDR3 SDRAM (Rosenfeld343
et al. 2011). Table 4 summarizes the detailed parameters of CMP architecture and heterogeneous344
memory system modeled in this work.345

Figure 9 gives an overview of our framework. We integrate SMTSIM (Tullsen 1996) and DRAM-346
sim2 (Rosenfeld et al. 2011) simulators for architecture studies. We modify DRAMSim2 memory347
simulator extensively to model the proposed heterogeneous DRAM. Moreover, DRAMsim2 is348
equipped with a power profiler to generate the memory subsystem power trace. It is also extended349
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Table 5. Thermal Parameters Used in Hotspot

Parameters (A) Values
Die and Interface material thickness 0.05mm
Silicon thermal conductivity 100W/mK
Silicon specific heat 1750KJ/m3K
Spreader thickness 0.01mm
Spreader thermal conductivity 400W/mK
Interface material conductivity 4W/mK
Heatsink thickness 0.01mm
Heatsink conductuvity 400W/mK
Ambient temperature (45°C)

with a profiler that periodically monitors the memory access pattern to predict whether the 350
workload is memory intensive in the current program phase. 351

Since the impact of high temperature on neither of leakage and DRAM refresh power are mod- 352
eled in DRAMsim2, the estimated power of HMC can be inaccurate. As the temperature rises, the 353
leakage current increases, which leads to more leakage power at higher temperature (Li et al. 2009). 354
On the other hand, more leakage power requires the DRAM to be refreshed more frequently. In 355
this work, we take these effects into account to calculate DRAM total power. 356

To calculate the memory controller power consumption, we use the results reported in Jeddeloh 357
and Keeth (2012). As Jeddeloh and Keeth (2012) presents, in an HMC the average power dissipation 358
of the memory controller is 1.8 of the DRAM cell layers. 359

As Figure 9 presents, we employ HotSpot (Skadron et al. 2003) to monitor the HMC temperature. 360
To calculate temperature, HotSpot uses power density, which takes into account both the power 361
trace and the area of the chip. In our simulation framework DramSim2 provides the HMC power 362
traces. DRAMs floorplan (area) was adopted from Khurshid and Lipasti (2013). 363

HotSpot is capable of measuring both transient and steady-state temperature of the chip. It 364
calculates the transient temperature using a thermal-RC-network model (Skadron et al. 2003), 365
and as for steady-state temperature, it calculates the average power using a simpler thermal-R- 366
network model (Zhao et al. 2013; Skadron et al. 2003). In this work, we investigate the affect of our 367
temperature-aware policy on steady-state temperature of the HMC. 368

Zhao et al. (2013) has shown that for a majority of standard applications in a multi-core proces-Q5
369

sor, DRAM accesses and thus power consumption is uniformly distributed among DRAM banks. 370
Therefore, as DRAM banks are almost placed on die symmetrically, we assume that the power 371
is distributed evenly across all eight DRAM layers, as well as within each layers. Other stud- 372
ies, including Meng et al. (2011), consider the DRAM temperature to be uniformly distributed as 373
well. We assume the area of the HMC layers including DRAM and controller layers to be 68mm2, 374
which is adopted from Khurshid and Lipasti (2013). We consider the thickness of the HMC dies and 375
heat-sink to be 0.05mm and 0.01mm, respectively. Other thermal specifications are adapted from 376
Skadron et al. (2003). Table 5 shows the thermal configuration parameters for HotSpot simulation. 377
Similar to Khurshid and Lipasti (2013), since the HMC and CMP are integrated using a PCB, we 378
consider an inexpensive heat-sink for the HMC. As shown in Figure 9, DRAMSim2 receives the 379
transient temperature (running temperature) from HotSpot (Skadron et al. 2003) periodically, that 380
is, every 1ms. 381

As shown in Figure 9, DRAMSim2 receives the transient temperature (running temperature) 382
from HotSpot (Skadron et al. 2003). This occurs periodically, that is, every 1ms. This feedback 383
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Table 6. Workloads’ Benchmarks

Workload type Workload # Application

1 cg, mcf, art, applu
MI 2 sp, lbm_06, gcc_06, em3d_med

3 applu, art, sp, mcf
4 lbm_06, gcc_06, cg, em3d_med
1 perlbmk, gobmk, gzip, h264ref

Mix 2 sp, vortex_3, perlbench_06_diffmail, crafty, namd_06
3 perlbench_06_splitmail, gobmk, mesa, equake
4 med, galgel, gap, astar_06_biglakes
1 perlbmk_makerand, gobmk_06_nngs, gzip_source, h264ref

MNI 2 vortex_3, perlbench_06_diffmail, crafty, namd_06
3 equake, perlbench_06_splitmail, gobmk_06_trevord, mesa
4 bisort_med, galgel, gap, astar_06_biglakes

helps the DRAMSim2 to adapt the bandwidth allocation for both HMC and DDRx DRAM for the384
next interval given the thermal information provided by the HotSpot.385

In order to study the performance and thermal characteristics of the proposed heterogeneous386
memory architecture, we create 24 different workloads, 12 of them for a four-core and 12 others387
for an eight-core CMP from SPEC2000, SPEC2006, NAS (Bailey et al. 1991) and Olden (Rogers et al.388
1995) benchmark suit. Table 6 shows the benchmarks that create the workloads for four-core CMP.389
For eight-core workloads, we randomly combine four-core benchmarks.390

5 RESULTS391

In this section, first, we analyze the impact of increasing both the number of HMC’s channels and392
the number of cores on the memory access latency and the OBU. Then we evaluate DTBA when393
applied in the proposed heterogeneous DRAM subsystem.394

5.1 OBU Analysis395

Figures 10(a) and (b) show the total DRAM access latency for a four-core and eight-core CMP.396
Since the memory access latency when the number of channels are 2 is up to four orders of mag-397
nitudes larger than when the number of channels are 4 or 8, to show the impact of using more398
number of channels more clearly, we compare and present the HMC memory latency using two399
and four channels and then four and eight channels individually.400

As shown in Figure 10(a), when a four-core CMP is used, increasing the number of channels401
from 2 to 4 decreases the memory access latency significantly across both MI and Mix workloads.402
For instance, this reduces the DRAM access latency from 75ns to 35ns in MI workloads for the403
optimum bandwith utilization. Moreover, increasing the number of channels from 2 to 4 shifts the404
OBU from 60% to 80% and 90% in MI and Mix workloads, respectively. Obviously, that is due to405
the fact that a higher number of channels in HMC results in higher concurrency. Therefore, HMC406
can serve a larger portion of the total memory requests. By contrast, increasing the number of407
channels from 4 to 8 comes with a lower improvement in terms of DRAM access latency. That is408
because the queuing problem has already been resolved by doubling the channels from two to four.409
As Figure 10(b) illustrates, the impact of increasing channel count from two to four when an eight-410
core CMP is employed is even higher for MI and Mix workloads. This is due to the fact that using411
an eight-core CMP puts higher pressure on DRAM in terms of memory request. As a result, using412
an HMC with more channels is more effective. For example, the DRAM access latency is reduced413
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Fig. 10. DRAM access latency when (a) four and (b) eight cores are used.
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Table 7. Optimum Bandwidth Utilization Across Different

Platforms and Different HMC Channel Counts

Four-core Eight-core
2ch 4ch 8ch 2ch 4ch 8ch

MI 60% 80% 100% 60% 80% 90%
Mix 60% 80% 100% 60% 90% 90%
MNI 90% 100% 100% 70% 100% 100%

Fig. 11. (a) Steady-state temperature of HMC, (b) average latency of the entire DRAM, and (c) performance

degradation for different workloads when different TBU is applied.

from 159ns to 49ns when the number of channels is increased from 2 to 4. Nevertheless, increasing414
the channel count from four to eight comes with lower improvement in terms of DARAM access415
latency. Similarly to the four-core case, the OBU is shifted to 80% and 90% across MI and Mix416
workloads, respectively.417

Increasing the number of cores from 4 to 8 results in a higher number of memory requests. How-418
ever, unlike the MI and Mix workloads, MNI workloads experience only around a 1ns increase in419
memory access latency due to a higher number of requests when HMC uses two channels. On the420
other hand, as Figure 7 shows, an HMC with two channels can serve 90% of the requests with-421
out facing the queuing problem. Therefore, it is expected that increasing the number of channels422
results in the lowest performance gain across MNI workloads among all studied workload types.423
As Figure 10 shows, increasing the channel count from two to eight comes with improvements424
of less than 3ns and 4ns in DRAM access latency when four-core and eight-core CMPs are used,425
respectively.426

Table 7 reports the OBU for different channel counts across the two studied platforms shown in427
Figure 10.428

5.2 DTBA Results429

To find how effective DTBA can optimize temperature and performance simultaneously, we com-430
pare it with a performance-optimized (bandwidth allocation) baseline where the bandwidth adap-431
tation is performed to minimize average DRAM access latency and therefore maximize perfor-432
mance. Hence, the OBU is set to 60%, based on the results discussed in Section 3.1. In order to433
have a better understating of DTBA impact on temperature, we consider different TBU for the hot434
region discussed in Section 3.2. Figure 11(a) shows the steady-state temperature of DTBA. Note435
that since MNI workloads are not temperature sensitive, as discussed earlier, only the results for436
MI and Mix workload are presented.437

As shown in Figure 11(a), TBU = 30% configuration achieves the highest temperature reduc-438
tion. The largest thermal reduction is 5.5 K, which is observed in MI4 workload. TBU = 40% and439
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TBU = 50% results have slightly lower thermal reduction. Moreover, it is important to note that as 440
memory-intensive workloads are more temperature sensitive, temperature results are more sen- 441
sitive to the TBU compared to Mix workloads. Since DTBA trades off temperature with perfor- 442
mance, it comes with a small performance penalty compared to the bandwidth allocation policy, 443
which is only optimized for performance. This performance loss is due to a longer memory latency. 444
Figures 11(b) and 7(c) show the DTBA performance loss for different workloads in terms of mem- 445
ory latency and IPC. 446

As shown in Figure 11(b), the average memory access latency increases when DTBA is applied 447
compared to bandwidth allocation policy. Similarly to Figure 11(a), since there is a negligible per- 448
formance loss for memory-non-intensive workloads, we do not report the results. As Figure 11(b) 449
depicts, for all workloads, the configurations with more temperature reduction result in larger 450
memory latency. The largest increase in average memory latency is observed in MI3 workload. 451
Note that this is the same workload with highest temperature reduction benefit. As Figure 11(c) 452
reports, the average performance loss is around 2.5% in the worst case (TBU = 30%). The loss in 453
performance is more noticeable in MI workloads. This is consistent with the thermal improve- 454
ment results we show in Figure 11(a) in which a higher temperature reduction is achieved for MI 455
workloads. 456

6 RELATED WORK 457

IC designers exploit 3D integration to stack logic on logic (Kontorinis et al. 2014), memory on 458
logic (Meng et al. 2012), and memory on memory (Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012). The main purpose of 459
adopting 3D stacking is to address the technology scaling, cost, performance, power, and energy- 460
efficiency challenges associated with conventional 2D integration both in processor (Kontorinis 461
et al. 2014) and in memory (Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012). 462

HMC (Jeddeloh and Keeth 2012) and Wide-I/O (JEDEC 2014) are the two state-of-the-art 463
3D-stacked based DRAM technologies proposed to be used in high-end and low-end computing 464
products. 465

Prior work on HMC has mostly focused on power or performance management individually 466
(Ahn et al. 2014, 2015b; Han et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2015). Ahn et al. propose disabling off-chip 467
links of HMC to reduce the leakage power (Ahn et al. 2014, 2015b). Han et al. present a data-aware 468
refresh control technique that dynamically change the refresh rate to suit the distribution of weak 469
cells in HMC (Han et al. 2014). Zhang et al. introduce DLB, a lane-borrowing scheme where lanes 470
are allocated to read and write transmissions dynamically based on the read and write intensity of 471
the application. This results in less contention and thus performance improvement. Moreover, re- 472
cent research has explored HMC performance thoroughly and compared it against DDRx memory 473
system (Rosenfeld). This work also explains and studies the challenges and performance impact ofQ6

474
chaining the HMC cubes together. 475

Also, there has been a number of works exploring the benefits of a generic 3D-DRAM archi- 476
tecture for power and performance. For instance, a generic 3D-DRAM architecture is proposed 477
to be used as the main memory in Kgil et al. (2006). The key idea is to remove the L2 cache so 478
many simple processor cores can be integrated into the same die. The proposed approach then 479
uses 3D-DRAM to provide very high memory bandwidth for the cores. This architecture targets 480
high multi-threading server applications. 3D-DRAM is also proposed to be used as cache and main 481
memory in Sun et al. (). In this article, the authors realized that the latencies of large L2 SRAMQ7

482
caches are high, mainly due to the large access latency of Htree. The authors proposed to use TSV 483
to interconnect the processor cores and the caches. This helps the 3D-DRAM cache to be as fast 484
as the SRAM cache. However, as presented in Dong et al. (2010), the performance improvement 485
of using 3D-DRAM as the LLC is not comparable with the performance improvement of using 486
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the heterogeneous memory system. In contemporary systems, it is common that many applica-487
tions run simultaneously, with different requirements for memory bandwidth and memory access488
latency (Goossens et al. 2013). Therefore, the performance of the system can be improved if a489
QoS mechanism is provided. Differentiating application types to provide QoS for homogeneous490
memory systems is presented in Lin et al. (2003). Our approach differs as it targets heterogeneous491
memory systems, a more challenging problem in today’s complex architecture.492

Thermal issues is a main problem that 3D stacking imposes due to the increase in power den-493
sity. Several studies have attempted to address this issue, particularly focusing on memory-on-494
logic and memory-on-memory stacking. These studies either propose static methods at design495
time (Puttaswamy and Loh 2007) or dynamic techniques at runtime (Kang et al. 2014; Meng et al.496
2012) to reduce the transient or steady-state temperature. For instance, Kang et al. (2014) proposes497
a dynamic power and temperature management for a 3D design with stacked cache. Monitoring498
the runtime application behavior, Meng et al. (2012) attempts to choose the best voltage-frequency499
setting to achieve the maximum throughput while maintaining the power and temperature con-500
straints in a 3D multicore system with a stacked DRAM. In a recent work, Zhao et al. (2013)501
proposes a migration technique to reduce temperature in a multicore architecture with stacked502
DRAM. Migrating threads between cores according to their temperature is the key idea of their503
work to reduce the steady-state temperature of the system. Another recent work specifically focus-504
ing on thermal mitigation of the HMC (Khurshid and Lipasti 2013) attempts to reduce the number505
of read/write bursts by compressing data in the logic layer (memory controller). This scheme is506
orthogonal to ours when used in HMC.507

To the best of our knowledge, except our short version of this work (Hajkazemi et al. 2015a), no508
work yet has simultaneously addressed the performance and thermal issues of the HMC. Although509
Hajkazemi et al. explore Wide-I/O in several aspects, including performance and temperature, the510
studied target 3D-DRAM is totally different in terms of performance and thermal characteristics511
from HMC (Hajkazemi et al. 2015b). Moreover, the proposed heterogeneous memory management512
introduced in Tran et al. (2013) only studies the performance of 3D+2D DRAM. Although this513
guarantees the quality of service required for an application, it does not investigate the thermal514
characteristics of the proposed memory system.515

7 CONCLUSION516

This article proposes an adaptive bandwidth allocation and a temperature-aware memory man-517
agement to exploit the high bandwidth and low latency of 3D hybrid memory cube (HMC) and518
high capacity and low temperature of the DDRx DRAM. The bandwidth allocation memory man-519
agement policy profiles workload at runtime, and, based on that, memory access pattern allocates520
DRAM and HMC bandwidth accordingly to reduce memory bandwidth congestion. While this521
ensures high performance, it causes significant thermal rise in HMC. To address this challenge,522
the temperature-aware policy monitors runtime temperature of HMC to adapt the bandwidth.523
Temperature-aware policy reduces the temperature while maintaining the high-performance ben-524
efit of bandwidth allocation technique. This DTBA technique is done based on application memory525
access patterns and at runtime. Simulation results show that the bandwidth allocation memory526
management can utilize the memory bandwidth close to 99% of the ideal bandwidth utilization.527
Combined with the thermal-aware policy, our proposed memory management reduces steady-528
state temperature by 4.5 K, on average, across different workloads while maintaining the perfor-529
mance benefits of bandwidth-aware technique.530

The bandwidth allocation policy and DTBA work cooperatively to find the target bandwidth531
that delivers the highest performance while maintaining the HMC temperature below the hot532
region. Our results show that although allocating 90% of the entire bandwidth to HMC gives the533
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highest performance for memory non-intensive workloads, it hurts performance significantly for 534
memory-intensive and mixed workloads. Therefore, starting with 60% of bandwidth allocation is 535
an optimal choice, as it provides good performance across all workloads. 536
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